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The Young Ones and The Vets 

It did not take a lot of time for the young ones and the bets to get the first one. In the opening 

minutes of the game, Alex Bélanger-Crévieaux blocks a shot in the offensive zone. The ball than 

bounced back on Mike Z.'s ball who makes no mistakes and rips it top shelf to make 1-0, 

TYO&TV. On the same shift, the ball bounces off the boards and Nicole L.'s stick and ends up 

on Alex stick who with no hesitation goes around Mike Ozzy and shoots it top cheese! Soon 

after it was the the other foward line's turn to get on the scoresheet. They get two goals before 

the end of the period. Jacob scores is first one the game by finishing a scoring play, by shooting 

from a rebound in the crease, right side on the goalie. Shannyn than finished a beautiful passing 

play from her linemates shooting it left side in the back of the net. 4-0 TYO&TV after 1 period! 

 

Next period was no different. The Super Line (Shannyn, Jacob, Ben) added two more early in 

the second! One of those litteraly camed right off the face-off ! Both the goals were Jacob's 

BTW!  Minutes Later in was Alex's turn, Mike's and again Alex's turn to score! We got many 

points in the first period including two 's (Jacob, Alex) and two players with 3 or more , 

(Ben 4 ) (Nicole 2 ) 

 

In the third, we decided to give more shots to Steven!  Since well Steven wanted more 

shots! He might have gaved one up, but he played fantastic! He was almost a wall of bricks! 

 

Mike 2 G 

Alex 3 G 2 A 

Pouts  3 A 

Shannyn 1 G 2 A 

Nat 2A 

Alain 1 A 

Jacob 3G 1 A 

Ben 4 A 

 

Mike Z ️ (Awesome Game) 

Jacob ️ ️ ( ) 

Natalie ️ ️ ️ (D- ) 
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